Bargain at

the Real

Real

It’s not nike

running for

nothing,

and the

discombobulated arm that beckons you to stand firmly against the “night sky” and pray to the edge for not
letting you fall off is one an audience would ovation over. The perseverance of digital gamers in spaces such
as these to maintain the threadbare curtain of true feeling allows filtered fluorescents to seep through, badly
illuminating what could have been a clean bright room. Instead, we are left with scraps of black out curtains
that no longer let even the darkness in. It seems trivial for a basement to be completely unlit, but if every
basement was flooded and the water was no longer tracked, one may drown. Thousands may. We haven’t
manufactured night vision, yet, but depending on senses given to you instead of harnessed is a variable
degree of irresponsibility, toward yourself despite others - they are in their own cave of black. Slowly over
time, the skin grows over the eyelids, sewing them shut to reveal what curtains would have intended for.
Pink balls of optic cables are mute and one can only use words to measure the depth of water at your feet.
But slowly, if nothing is felt but rock and damp trays of wet floor, soon one could assume it will be the only
thing offering it’s feeling back and knowing flesh can no longer be recognized. Play to earn big bucks of big
cash for big plans and big tablets. As a commandment, one cannot receive more than he can give and
fortunately for some, they do not understand giving it their all. Instead, we might find gifts along the way
that represent the tendency to reprieve from gratuities but in general, we must sacrifice however much we’d
like back. If entering the cave is the complete absolution of sin, what occurs when it is sealed, and trapped
inside until Christmas day? With the trees and everything, the light may guide us home but is not a
replacement for the sun glowing upwards as a compass used to avoid hibernation. The arrows can only guide
so far and soon, if one is weak in sight, the tracking of your limbs will begin to hinder your ability to move
them without a slick reward, waiting in the wings of the empty theatre.
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“Monkey in Vrchat Talks about Fear
of the Unknown.” Youtube,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=SzvGc_
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“Drunk Anime Girl Has an
Existential Crisis in VRchat.” Youtube,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VahuCh
wc_O8.

